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ABSTRACT
Global sensitivity analysis is an important step for analyzing and
validating numerical simulations. One classical approach consists
in computing statistics on the outputs from well-chosen multiple
simulation runs. Simulation results are stored to disk and statistics are computed postmortem. Even if supercomputers enable to
run large studies, scientists are constrained to run low resolution
simulations with a limited number of probes to keep the amount
of intermediate storage manageable. In this paper we propose a
�le avoiding, adaptive, fault tolerant and elastic framework that
enables high resolution global sensitivity analysis at large scale.
Our approach combines iterative statistics and in transit processing to compute Sobol’ indices without any intermediate storage.
Statistics are updated on-the-�y as soon as the in transit parallel
server receives results from one of the running simulations. For
one experiment, we computed the Sobol’ indices on 10M hexahedra
and 100 timesteps, running 8000 parallel simulations executed in
1h27 on up to 28672 cores, avoiding 48TB of �le storage.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer simulation is undoubtedly a fundamental question in
modern engineering. Whatever the purpose of a study, computer
models help the analysts to forecast the behavior of the system
under investigation in conditions that cannot be reproduced in
physical experiments (e.g. accidental scenarios), or when physical
experiments are theoretically possible but at a very high cost. To
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improve and have a better hold on these tools, it is crucial to be able
to analyze them under the scopes of sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis. In particular, global sensitivity analysis aims at identifying
the most in�uential parameters for a given output of the computer
model and at evaluating the e�ect of uncertainty in each uncertain
input variable on model output [22, 41]. Based on a probabilistic
framework, it consists in evaluating the computer model on a large
size statistical sample of model inputs, then analyzing all the results
(the model outputs) with speci�c statistical tools.
Sensitivity analysis for large scale numerical systems that simulate complex spatial and temporal evolutions [10, 33, 42] remains
very challenging. Such studies can be rather complicated with
numerical models computing the evolution in time with tens of
variables on thousands or millions of grid points, systems coupling several models, prediction systems using not only one model
but also observations through, for instance, data assimilation techniques.
Multiple simulation runs (sometimes several thousand) are required to compute sound statistics for global sensitivity analysis.
Current practice consists in running all the necessary instances
with di�erent set of input parameters, store the results to disk, often
called ensemble data, to later read them back from disk to compute
the required statistics. The amount of storage needed may quickly
become overwhelming, with the associated long read time that
makes statistic computing time consuming. To avoid this pitfall,
scientists reduce their study size by running low resolution simulations or down-sampling output data in space and time. Today
terascale and tomorrow exascale machines o�er compute capabilities that would enable large scale sensitivity studies. But they are
unfortunately not feasible due to this storage issue.
Novel approaches are required. In situ and in transit processing
emerged as a solution to perform data analysis starting as soon as
the results are available in the memory of the simulation. The goal
is to reduce the data to store to disk and to avoid the time penalty
to write and then read back the raw data set as required by the
classical postmortem analysis approach. But to our knowledge no
solution has been developed to drastically reduce the storage needs
for sensitivity analysis.
In this paper, we focus on variance-based sensitivity indices,
called Sobol’ indices, an important statistic value for sensitivity
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analysis. We propose a new approach to compute Sobol’ indices at
large scale by avoiding to store the intermediate results produced
by the multiple parallel simulation runs. The key enabler is a new
iterative formulation of Sobol’ indices. It enables to update Sobol’
indices on-the-�y each time new simulation results are available.
To manage the simulation runs as well as the in transit computation
of iterative statistics, we developed a full framework, called Melissa,
built around a fault tolerant parallel client/server architecture. The
parallel server is in charge of updating the Sobol’ indices. Parallel
simulations, actually groups of simulation as detailed in this paper,
run independently. Once a simulation starts, it connects to the
server and forwards the output data available at each timestep (or
at a su�ciently resolved sampling in time) for updating statistics.
These data can then be discarded. The bene�ts of our approach are
multiple:
• Storage saving: zero intermediate �les and a memory
requirement on the server side in the order of the outputs
of one simulation run.
• Time saving: simulations run faster when sending data to
the server than when writing their results to disk, and our
one-pass algorithm does not need to read back some huge
amount of data from disk to compute the Sobol’ indices.
• Ubiquitous: performance and scalability gains enable to
compute ubiquitous multidimensional and time varying
Sobol’ indices, i.e. everywhere in space and time, instead
of providing statistics for a limited sample of probes as
usually done.
• Adaptive: simulation groups can be de�ned, started or
interrupted on-line according to past runs behavior or the
statistics already computed.
• Fault tolerance: only some lightweight bookkeeping and
a few heartbeats are required to detect issues and restart
the server or the simulations, with limited intermediate
result loss.
• Elasticity: simulation groups are independent and connect dynamically to the parallel server when they start.
They are submitted as independent jobs to the batch scheduler. Thus, the scheduler can adapt the resources allocated
to the application during the execution.
The experiment we run for this paper is based on a parallel �uid
simulation ensemble on a 10M cells mesh and 100 timesteps. We
run 8000 simulations that generate a total of 48TB of data that are
assimilated on-the-�y and thus do not need to be stored on disk.
Simulation outputs are not down-sampled. Melissa computes �rst
order and total Sobol’ indices on all timesteps and mesh cells. The
full sensitivity analysis runs in about 1h27 using up to 28672 cores
simultaneously, with 2.1% of the CPU time used by the server.
The paper is organized as follows. After an overview on sensitivity analysis (Sec. 2), iterative Sobol’ indices are introduced (Sec. 3).
Melissa architecture is detailed (Sec. 4), followed by experimental results (Sec. 5). Related works are discussed (Sec. 6) before concluding
remarks (Sec. 7).

2

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: AN OVERVIEW

Sensitivity studies are an important application of uncertainty quanti�cation in numerical simulation [42]. The objective of such studies
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Figure 1: A simple solver f taking p input parameters X 1 to
X p , and computing a scalar output Y .
can be broadly viewed as quantifying the relative contributions of
individual input parameters to a simulation model, and determining
how variations in parameters a�ect the outcomes of the simulations.
These input parameters include engineering or operating variables,
variables that describe �eld conditions, and variables that include
unknown or partially known model parameters. In this context,
multi-run studies treat simulations as black boxes that produce
outputs when a set of parameters is �xed (Fig. 1).

2.1

Introduction to Sobol’ Indices

Global sensitivity analysis is an ensemble of techniques that deal
with a probabilistic representation of the input parameters [41]
to consider their overall variation range. Variance-based sensitivity measures, also called Sobol’ indices [43], are popular among
methods for global sensitivity analysis [22]. They decompose the
variance of the output, Y , of the simulation into fractions, which
can be attributed to random input parameters or sets of random
inputs. For example, with only two input parameters X 1 and X 2
and one output Y (Fig. 1), Sobol’ indices might show that 60% of the
output variance is caused by the variance in the �rst parameter, 30%
by the variance in the second, and 10% due to interactions between
both. These percentages are directly interpreted as measures of
sensitivity. If we consider p input parameters, the Sobol’ indices
can identify parameters that do not in�uence or in�uence very
slightly the output, leading to model reduction or simpli�cation.
Sobol’ indices can also deal with nonlinear responses, and as such
they can measure the e�ect of interactions in non-additive systems.
Mathematically, the �rst and second order Sobol’ indices [43]
are de�ned by:
Si =

Var(E[Y |X i ])
,
Var(Y )

Si j =

Var(E[Y |X i X j ])
Var(Y )

Si

Sj ,

(1)

where X 1 , . . . , X p are p independent random variables. In Eq. (1), Si
represents the �rst order sensitivity index of X i while Si j represents
the e�ect of the interaction between X i and X j . Higher-order interaction indices (Si jk , . . . , S 1...p ) can be similarly de�ned. The total
Sobol’ indices express the overall sensitivity of an input variable
Xi :
X
X
STi = Si +
Si j +
Si jk + . . . + S 1...p
(2)
j,i

2.2

j,i,k ,i, j <k

Ubiquitous Sensitivity Analysis

Based on simple statistical measures (variance, distribution function, entropy, . . . ), the algorithms of global sensitivity analysis have
mainly been developed for a scalar output [22]. This case is illustrated in (Fig. 1) and corresponds to:
Y = f (X 1 , . . . , X p ),

(3)
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variance and covariance, that have known iterative formulas as
found in [34].
With this approach, not only simulation results do not need
to be saved, but they can be consumed in any order, loosening
synchronization constraints on the simulation executions (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Ubiquitous spatio-temporal sensitivity analysis.
Statistics are computed from N simulation runs for all spatial variables x 1 , ...x 5 and all timesteps t 1 , ..., t 5 .
where f (.) is the numerical model under study. However, numerical
simulation results are often multidimensional �elds varying over
time, which cannot be represented by a single scalar value. In this
general case, the model becomes:
Y (x, t ) = f (x, t, X 1 , . . . , X p ),

For each k 2 [1, p] we de�ne the matrix C k , which is equal to
the matrix A but with its column k replaced by column k of B. Each
row of each matrix is a set of input parameters:

3 IN TRANSIT SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
3.1 Iterative Statistics
Computing statistics from N samples classically requires O(N )
memory space to store these samples. But if the statistics can be
computed iteratively, i.e. if the current value can be updated as soon
as a new sample is available, the memory requirement goes down
to O(1) space. This type of iterative formula is also called one-pass,
online or even parallel statistics. Sobol’ indices require the mean,

···

a 1,1
*. .
.. ..
k
C = ... ai,1
.. .
. ..
,an,1

(4)

where x represents all the cells (or points) in a 2D or 3D mesh and
t represents the discrete time of the simulation (an index over the
timesteps). In this article we deal with complex functional outputs
Y (x, t ), which cannot be analysed by use of scalar Sobol’ indices
as de�ned in Eq. (1). Thus, we call ubiquitous Sobol’ indices the
generalisation of Sobol’ indices for outputs Y (x, t ) representing
multidimensional �elds varying over time. Ubiquitous Sobol’ indices are also multidimensional and time varying (Si (x, t )) (Fig. 2).
Existing works have revealed strong computational di�culties
for the sensitivity estimation step, mainly caused by the storage
bottleneck. For this reason, the analysis of [32] is restricted to a
small number of timesteps. Indeed, computing sensitivity indices
with the classical techniques requires the storage of all the simulation outputs (several thousands of �nely-discretized spatial maps
in [32]). To our knowledge, no literature exists to solve this problem,
and the present paper is the �rst work dealing with this issue for a
global sensitivity study. We propose to avoid storing the simulation
outputs by performing computations in transit.

Sobol’ Indices

Our goal is to compute in transit the Sobol’ indices of each input
parameter X i (Fig. 1). Before de�ning iterative Sobol’ indices formulas, we discuss the classical ways of estimating Sobol’ indices in
a non-iterative fashion. It consists in estimating the variances of
conditional expectation (Eq. (1)). We explain below the so-called
pick-freeze scheme that uses two random independent and identically distributed samples of the model inputs [21, 24, 43].
We �rst de�ne the p variable input parameters of our study as a
random vector, with a given probabilistic law for each parameter.
We then randomly draw two times n sets of p parameters, to obtain
two matrices A and B of size n ⇥ p. Each row is a set of parameters
for one simulation.
a 1,1 · · · a 1,p
b1,1 · · · b1,p
* .
+/
*. .
+/
..
..
.
/
.
//
A = ... ..
;
B
=
.
.
/
. .
an,p bn,p ,an,1
,bn,1

···
···

a 1,k 1
..
.
ai,k 1
..
.
an,k 1

b1,k
..
.
bi,k
..
.
bn,k

a 1,k +1
..
.
an,k +1
..
.
an,k +1

···
···
···

a 1,p
.. +/
. //
ai,p ///
.. //
. /
an,p -

Then, a study consists in running the n ⇥ (p + 2) simulations de�ned
by the matrices A, B and C k for k 2 [1, p].
For each matrix M with n rows, 8i 2 [1, n], let Mi be the i th row
of M, and M [:i] the matrix of size i ⇥ p built from the i �rst lines of
M. For example :
⇣
⌘
Cik = ai,1 · · · ai,k 1 bi,k ai,k +1 · · · ai,p
and

···

a 1,1
* .
k
C [:i]
= ... ..
,ai,1

···

a 1,k 1
..
.
ai,k 1

b1,k
..
.
bi,k

a 1,k+1
..
.
an,k +1

···
···

a 1,p
.. +//
. /
ai,p -

Let YiA be the result of f (Ai ), and Y A 2 Rn the vector built from
component i of YiA , 8i 2 [1, n]. We de�ne YiB and Y B in the same
k

k

way, as well as YiC and Y C 8k 2 [1, p].
Let V(x ) be the unbiased variance estimator, and Co (x, ) the
unbiased covariance estimator, as de�ned in [34]. First order Sobol’
indices Sk can be estimated by the following formula, called Martinez estimator [4]:
k

Sk ( f , A, B) = p

Co (Y B , Y C )
,
q
k
V(Y B ) V(Y C )

(5)
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while total order Sobol’ indices STk are estimated by:

Prob (STk 2 [1

k

STk ( f , A, B) = 1

Co (Y A , Y C )
q
p
k
V(Y A ) V(Y C )

(6)

There are many others estimators (see for example [38]) relying
on the matrices A, B and C k to compute the variance and the covariance with di�erent formulas. We use the Martinez estimator
because it provides a very simply-expressed asymptotic con�dence
interval [4] (see Section 3.4), easy to compute in an iterative fashion.
In addition, it has been shown to be unbiased and one of the most
numerically stable estimator [4].
Notice that all the couples of rows in the matrix pair (A, B) are
independent of each other. If needed, for instance convergence not
achieved (Sec.3.4), it is statistically valid to generate randomly new
couples of rows.

3.3

1

k

C with the same formula (Eq. 5):
and Y[:i]
k

B ,YC )
Co (Y[:i]
[:i]
Ski ( f , A[:i] , B [:i] ) = q
q
B ) V(Y C k )
V(Y[:i]
[:i]

(7)
k

B and Y C
To update the k t h �rst order Sobol’ index, access to Yi+1
i+1
is required. As each index update needs two data and each data is
A , Y B and
required for at least two indices, we need to know Yi+1
i+1

1.96
),
p
i 3
1.96
)]) ' 0.95
p
i 3

(9)

These formulas can be computed at each update of Sobol’ indices.
They only require the size i of the sample and the current value of
the Sobol’ index estimate (see Section 3.3).
To avoid unnecessary computations, one can check the convergence of the Sobol’ indices. Once these indices reach a given
con�dence interval, the remaining pending simulation jobs can be
cancelled. On the contrary, if the con�dence interval at the end of
the study is not satisfactory, the system could continue to iterate
by submitting new simulations.

4

Iterative Sobol’ Indices

Each estimator of the Sobol’ indices corresponds to a speci�c covariance formula. As the iterative statistics formulas are exact with
respect to the non-iterative ones, we focus here on the Martinez
estimation method, because it is simply expressed (with variance
and covariance terms) and provides a con�dence interval in the
non-iterative case. One of Martinez method main advantage is
that its associated con�dence interval is easily computable in the
iterative case.
Since variances and covariances can be updated iteratively [34,
A , YB
44], partial Sobol’ indices Ski +1 can be computed from Y[:i]
[:i]

2 STki
1
tanh( log(
)+
2
STki
2 STki
1
tanh( log(
)
2
STki

SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK
Launcher

Batch Scheduler
Pending jobs: groups k, l, ...

Parallel
Server

Group i
Group j

Figure 3: Melissa deployment overview. The launcher runs
on the front node and interacts with the batch scheduler for
submitting job and querying their status. Simulation groups
are started when resources are available on the machine
(groups i and j are running while groups k and l are waiting
to be scheduled). Each one connects to Melissa Server (parallel) and funnels its outputs as soon as available. Melissa
Server regularly sends reports to the launcher for detecting
failures or adapting the study (stop/start simulations).

k

C to update all the indices. These data correspond to the p + 2
Yi+1
simulation results coming from the i t h row of each matrix. We
gather these p + 2 simulations into one simulation group (executed
synchronously as we will see in section 4). All the n simulation
groups remain independent and can be computed asynchronously.

3.4

Convergence Control

Martinez formula provides an asymptotic con�dence interval for
the Sobol’ indices [4]. Theoretically, it is valid under a Gaussian
distribution of the simulation outputs. We experimented that in
practice it gives a good overview of the index accuracy.
The classical 95% con�dence level at iteration i is given by:
1 + Ski
1
1.96
Prob (Sk 2 [tanh( log(
) p
),
2
1 Ski
i 3
1 + Ski
1
1.96
)+ p
tanh( log(
)]) ' 0.95
2
1 Ski
i 3

(8)

4.1

Melissa Architecture

Melissa (Modular External Library for In Situ Statistical Analysis) is
an open source framework 1 that relies on a three tier architecture
(Fig. 3). The Melissa Server aggregates the simulation results and
updates iterative statistics as soon as a new result is available. The
Melissa clients are the simulation groups providing outputs to the
server. Melissa Launcher is a script running on the front node
in charge of creating, launching, and supervising the server and
clients.
As mentioned in the previous section, p + 2 simulations are run
synchronously in a group (p being the number of variable input
parameters) to keep low memory requirements on the server side.
These simulations need to provide the results for the same timestep
to the server so the server can update all Sobol’ indices and discard
the data.
1 https://melissa-sa.github.io
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Notice that beside Sobol’ indices, Melissa can be con�gured to
compute other iterative statistics on the same data but only on
Y A and Y B (input parameters are not independent for the other
simulations from a group). For instance [34] proposes iterative
formulas for higher order moments (skewness, kurtosis and more),
which could be useful for uncertainty propagation studies.
4.1.1 Melissa Server. The server is parallelized with MPI and
runs on several nodes. Increase in the number of nodes is �rst
motivated by a need for more memory. The amount of memory
needed is in the order of the size of the results of one simulation for
each computed statistic (number of timesteps ⇥ the number of cells
or points in the mesh ⇥ the number of statistics computed), plus the
number of messages in the inboud queue (user de�ned). Memory
size could also be extended by using out-of-core memory (such
as burst bu�ers for instance). The simulation domain is evenly
partitioned in space among the di�erent processes at starting time.
Updating the statistics is a local operation that requires neither
communication nor synchronization between the server processes.
The server processes continuously check for incoming messages
to update their local statistics. The data sent by the clients can be
processed in any order.

Rank 3
Rank 2
Rank 1
Rank 2

Rank 0
f (Ai )

f (Bi )

f (Ci1 ) ... f (Cin )

Group i

Rank 1
Rank 0

Rank 3

Server

Rank 2
Rank 1
Rank 0
f (A j )

f (B j )

f

(C j1 )

... f

(C nj )

Group j
Figure 4: Two simulation groups i and j, each running n +
2 parallel simulations (4 processes), are connected to the
Melissa parallel server (3 processes). Each time the results
of a new timestep are available within a group, the data are
�rst gathered on the main simulation processes (black arrows), before to be redistributed to the server (blue and red
arrows).

4.1.2 Two Stages Data Transfers. To limit the number of messages sent to Melissa Server, data from simulation groups are transferred in two stages (Fig. 4). For a given simulation group, the data
from the ranks i of the p + 2 simulations are gathered on the rank i
of a designated main simulation (black arrows). Next, each process
from this main simulation redistributes the gathered data to the
necessary destination processes of the Melissa Server (red and blue
arrows).
The p + 2 simulations inside a group are MPI programs started
together in a MPMD mode that enables getting a global communicator amongst all simulation processes. Gathering the data to
the main simulation is simply performed through a MPI_Gather
collective communication.
4.1.3 Dynamic Connection to Melissa Server. When a group
starts, the main simulation dynamically connects to Melissa Server.
Each main simulation process opens individual communication
channels to each necessary server process. First, process zero from
the main simulation connects to the server main process to retrieve
information related to data partitioning and process addresses on
the server side. The information is sent to the other main simulation
processes that next open direct connections to the necessary target
server processes. Every time new results are gathered on the main
simulation, its processes push the results toward Melissa Server.
Melissa was designed to keep intrusion into the simulation code
minimal. Melissa provides 3 functions to integrate in the simulation code through a dynamic library. The �rst function (Initialise)
allocates internal structures and initiates the connection with the
server. At each timestep, the second function (Process) �rst gathers
the data within the simulation group before to send them to Melissa
Server. The third function (Finalize) disconnects the simulation and
releases the allocated structures.
For the client/server support, we use the Z���MQ communication library [20], a well known and reliable communication library
for distributed applications. Z���MQ is a multi-threaded library
that takes care of the asynchronous transfer of messages between a
client and a server. Messages are bu�ered on the client and server
side if necessary, to regulate data transfers and reduce the need for
blocking either the server or the client. Bu�er sizes can be user
controlled. Thus message transfers are performed asynchronously
in the background by Z���MQ threads on the main simulation side
as well as on Melissa Server side. Communications only become
blocking when both bu�ers are full.
Z���MQ proved easy to use in an HPC context. Its main limitation is the lack of direct support for high performance networks like In�niband or Omni-Path. Z���MQ relies on sockets
and the TCP transport protocol, not enabling to take full bene�t of the capabilities of the underlying network. We envision to
move to RDMA based dynamic connections in the future (using
MPI_Comm_connect for instance).
So far the N ⇥ M data redistribution pattern between a simulation group and the Melissa Server is static. Moving to a dynamic
redistribution scheme would enable to support simulations performing dynamic data partitioning. Supporting simulations that
use di�erent meshes (adaptive mesh re�nement for instance), would
require to interpolate the data to a common mesh resolution at each
timestep to properly update Sobol’ indices.
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4.1.4 Melissa Launcher. Melissa Launcher is in charge of generating the parameter sets and the study environment. After creating
the con�guration �les, it submits a �rst job to the batch scheduler
to start Melissa Server. Once this job is running, the launcher retrieves the server address that it provides, and launch the simulation
groups. Each simulation group is submitted independently to the
batch scheduler. They can be submitted all at once or at a more
regulated pace if there is a risk to overload the batch scheduler.
For instance we were limited to 500 simultaneous submissions for
running our experiments. The launcher also plays a key role for
fault tolerance support as detailed in next section.
For each new use case, the user needs to provide a script for the
Melissa Launcher to generate the parameter sets and to launch the
simulation groups.
4.1.5 Convergence Control. In the current implementation,
Melissa Server computes the con�dence intervals (Sec. 3.3) for all
computed Sobol’ indices each time they are updated. It can either
output a map of con�dence interval values, or only keep the largest
value over all the mesh and all the timesteps.
We could further take advantage of con�dence intervals to implement a loopback control. Once the launcher detects that the
con�dence intervals are bellow a given threshold, it could request
the launcher to kill the running simulation groups and stop the application. Conversely, if the convergence criteria is not reached new
matrix rows could be generated on-the-�y (by randomly drawing
new rows for A and B) to run new simulation groups.

4.2

Fault Tolerance

Melissa asynchronous client/server architecture and the iterative
statistics computation enable to support a simple yet robust fault
tolerance mechanism. We support detection and recovery from
failures (including straggler issues) of Melissa Server and simulation
groups. We consider a simulation group as a single entity. If a subcomponent fails (one simulation for instance) the full group is
considered failed. Finer grain fault tolerance would require some
checkpointing/restart capabilities in the simulation that we do not
assume to be available.
4.2.1 Accounting. Each Melissa Server process keeps the list of
�nished and running simulation groups with its id and the timestep
of the last message received from this group. These data together
with the current statistics values are periodically checkpointed to
�le.
Melissa Server processes systematically apply a discard on replay
policy to all received messages. If the received message has a
timestep id lower than the last one recorded for this simulation
group it is discarded. The goal is to prevent integrating multiple
times in the statistics the same timestep from the same group id,
which could occur when a simulation group is restarted. As we will
see, this policy enables to recover from various failure situations.
However, merging results from di�erent instances of the same
simulation may not always be considered safe, for instance when
executions are not numerically stable enough due to non determinism. In this case, it is delicate to implement a reasonable rollback
recovery process to undo only the statistic updates from a given

simulation: at any point in time the cumulated statistics can integrate results from several running simulations. One alternative is
to disable the discard on replay policy. A failing simulation group
is never restarted. Instead, a new one is generated and run. It is
statistically valid to replace the failing group by another group
running with a new randomly generated couple of rows (for A and
B).
4.2.2 Simulation Group Fault. We assume that a group computes and sends its timesteps in increasing order, as it is the case
for most simulation codes (and messages stay in that order on the
reception side). A server process considers a group started if it received at least one message, �nished if it received the �nal timestep
id.
Melissa Server performs regular checkpoints where each process
saves the current computed statistics with the list of simulation
states.
We distinguish two cases of simulation group failure that need
di�erent detection strategies:
• At least one server process received at least one message
from this simulation group (un�nished group).
• No server process received any message from this simulation group (zombie group).
For detection of un�nished groups, we de�ne a timeout between
two consecutive messages received from a given simulation group.
Each time a server process receives a message from a group, it
records its reception time. Each server process periodically checks
for each running group that message waiting time did not exceed
the timeout. If a timeout is detected, the process noti�es the Melissa
Launcher. The launcher kills the corresponding job if it is still
running, and restarts a new instance of this simulation group.
The second case (zombie group) occurs if Melissa Launcher sees
a group as running through the batch scheduler, but that group
never actually sent any message to Melissa Server for a long time.
Periodically, processes from Melissa Server send the list of running
and �nished jobs to Melissa Launcher. Upon reception of this list,
Melissa Launcher checks that jobs it sees as running or �nished
have at least sent one message to at least one server process before
a given timeout measured since the simulation started. The job
run time is retrieved from the batch scheduler. If no message was
received, the job is considered as failing. The launcher kills it and
restarts a new instance. In the meantime if the server received some
messages from this instance, they will be used to update statistics,
but the duplicate messages that will produce the new instance will
be discarded (discard on replay policy). This protocol also covers
the cases where a job is considered �nished by the launcher while
the server has never received any message.
Notice that Z���MQ has its own internal fault detection and
recovery process, in case of disconnection for instance. If it fails to
recover or takes too long, Melissa will consider the job as failing
and trigger the kill and restart process.
The fault tolerance protocol exposed above is also e�ective when
the batch scheduler discards or kills the job of a simulation group
(reservation walltime exceeded for instance).
The Melissa Launcher also counts the number of retries for each
simulation group. If it reaches a given threshold, the launcher
gives up this simulation group. The failure can come from a non
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valid combination of input parameters. Drawing a new set of input
parameters to replace the failing group is always possible but it
would introduce a bias in the statistics. This is thus not Melissa
default behavior.
In all cases, the user gets a clear vision of the actual data that were
accumulated to compute the results through the detailed report of
failures and restarts the Melissa Server provides.
4.2.3 Melissa Server Fault. Melissa Launcher implements a timeout based heartbeat with the server processes, as well as regular jobs
status checkups. If it considers the server as failing, the launcher
kills it, killing as well all pending and running simulation groups.
Next, it launch a new server instance that restarts from the last available checkpoint �le. Upon restart, the server noti�es the launcher
about its list of �nished and running groups at the time of the
backup. Eventually the launcher restarts all the running groups as
well as the groups considered as �nished by the launcher but not
the server. Again the discard on replay policy is important here to
ensure a proper restart.
If Melissa Server is about to reach its walltime, it checkpoints
and stops. Upon timeout, the launcher will restart a new instance
following the presented protocol.
4.2.4 Melissa Launcher Fault. Melissa Launcher is a single point
of failure. But as it only runs one process on the front node, it
is unlikely to fail. If it ever happens, it will not prevent the running groups to �nish and the server to process incoming messages.
The server will then very likely exhaust its walltime. The saved
backup will contain all information necessary to restart the missing
and failing simulations. Supporting an automatic heartbeat based
launcher restart process on the server side is a future work.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Fluid Simulation with Code_Saturne
We used Code_Saturne [3], an open-source computational �uid
dynamics tool designed to solve the Navier-Stokes equations, with a
focus on incompressible or dilatable �ows and advanced turbulence
modeling. Code_Saturne relies on a �nite volume discretization
and allows the use of various mesh types, using an unstructured
polyhedral cell model, allowing hybrid and non-conforming meshes.
The parallelization [16] is based on a classical domain partitioning
using MPI, with an optional second (local) level using OpenMP.

5.2

Use Case

Figure 5: Use case: water �ows from the left, between the
tube bundle, and exits to the right.
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We validated our implementation on a �uid mechanics use case
simulating a water �ow in a tube bundle (�g. 5). The mesh is composed of 9603840 hexahedra. We generate a multi-run sensitivity
study by simulating the injection of a tracer or dye along the inlet, with 2 independent injection surfaces, each de�ned by three
varying parameters:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

dye concentration on the upper inlet,
dye concentration on the lower inlet,
width of the injection on the upper inlet,
width of the injection on the lower inlet,
duration of the injection on the upper inlet,
duration of the injection on the lower inlet.

The solved scalar �eld representing dye concentration could be
replaced by temperature or concentration of chemical compounds
in actual industrial studies.
The six varying parameters require groups of 8 simulations
(Sec. 3.3). To initialize our multi-run study, we �rst ran a single
4000 timesteps simulation, to obtain a steady �ow. Assuming the resulting �ow is independent of the scalar (dye concentration) values,
we then use the �nal state of this simulation as the frozen velocity,
pressure, and turbulent variable �elds, on which we perform our experiment. This option allows solving only the convection-di�usion
equation associated to the scalar, so simulations run much faster
while generating the same amount of data. Each simulation consists
of 100 timesteps on these frozen �elds, with di�erent parameter sets.
Our global sensitivity study consists of 1000 groups of 8 simulations.
This is a standard order of magnitude for a 6 parameters study. We
compute all �rst order and total ubiquitous Sobol’ indices for each
of the 10M hexahedra and 100 timesteps. A production study would
have a lower data rate as outputs are not usually produced at each
timepstep. This hardens our tests, as it exposes Melissa Server to a
higher message rate.

5.3

Performance

The experiments presented in this section run on Curie, ranked
74th at the top500.org of November 2016. Curie Thin Nodes are
composed of 2 Intel® Sandy Bridge EP (E5-2680) 2.7 GHz octocore processors (16 cores), with 64 GB memory, connected by an
In�niBand QDR network. Curie �le system relies on Lustre with a
bandwidth of 150 GB/s.
Each Code_Saturne simulation runs on 64 cores. Simulation
groups are single batch jobs of 8 MPMD simulations. Thus, each
group runs on 512 cores (32 nodes). On the server side, Melissa
Server must have enough memory to keep all the updated statistics
and to queue the inbound messages from the simulations, and must
compute the statistics fast enough to consume the data faster than
they arrive. Otherwise, Melissa Server inbound messages queue
will end up full, eventually blocking the simulations. We ran a �rst
study with Melissa Server running on 15 nodes (240 cores) and a
second one with 32 nodes (512 cores) (Fig. 6).
For comparison, we also measured the average (over 10 runs)
Code_Saturne execution time of a single simulation running on
64 cores without generating any output (labeled as no output in
Fig. 6). This gives a reference time of the best time Code_Saturne
can achieve.
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Figure 6: Two sensitivity analysis en Curie. The �rst one ran Melissa Server on 15 nodes (top plots (a) and (b)), the second ran
with Melissa Server on 32 nodes (bottom plots (c) and (d)). Left: evolution of the number of running simulation groups (and
number of cores used) during the experiment. Right: average execution time of the running simulation groups during the
experiment.
We also evaluated the average execution time (over 40 jobs) when
running 8 simultaneous simulations, each one writing its outputs
to the Lustre �le system through the Code_Saturne EnSight Gold
output writer (using MPI I/O). This gives an optimistic performance
for running this study with intermediate �les (labeled as classical
in Fig. 6). On average a classical execution is 35.3% slower than
a no output one. A lower performance is very likely if, as in our
experiment, 448 simulations (56 groups) run concurrently.
The �rst study took 2h30 wall clock time, 56487 CPU hours for
the simulations and 602 CPU hours for the server (1% of the total
CPU time). Simulation groups do not start all at once, but when
the resources requested by the batch scheduler become available.
At the peak, 56 simulation groups were running simultaneously,
on a total of 28912 cores (Fig. 6a).
The second study took 1h27 wall clock time, 34082 CPU hours
for the simulations and 742 CPU hours for the server (2.1% of the
total CPU time). At the peak, 55 simulation groups were running
simultaneously, on a total of 28672 cores (Fig. 6c). Each Melissa
Server process received an average of about 1000 messages per
minute during these peaks. Memory usage is about 491GB on the
server side, or 15.3GB per node.

In the �rst experiment, the number of concurrent simulations
was too large, producing data at a rate that the Melissa Server
running on 15 nodes could not process (Fig. 6a and 6b). The simulation groups were suspended up to doubling their execution time.
Z���MQ allocates bu�ers on the client and server side to absorb
performance �uctuations. It suspends the simulations when bu�ers
are full (blocking sends), what happened during this �rst experiment. In the second experiment, we ran Melissa Server on 32
nodes giving enough resources to fully remove this bottleneck. The
average execution time per group goes below the classical time
(Fig. 6c and 6d). Increasing the number of server nodes from 15
to 32 (about 1% of extra resources as up to 28000 simultaneous
cores are used just for the simulations), reduced the burned total
CPU hours by 40%. Speed-up is about 1.72 (beware that this direct
comparison of wall clock times is biased as the batch scheduler did
not allocate exactly the same amount of resources for both cases).
To avoid this bottleneck, a conservative estimate on the number
of server nodes, based on the availability of a large portion of
the machine, is reasonable as Melissa Server requires only a small
fraction of nodes (about 1.8% in our case). To further reduce the
risks of e�ciency losses, we plan to dynamically limit the number
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of concurrent simulations if simulation times go beyond a given
threshold.
During this study, Melissa Server treated 48 TB of data coming
from the simulations. In a classical study, all these data would be
output to the �lesystem, and read back to compute statistics.
Avoiding intermediate �les improves the simulation execution
times. When running Melissa Server with 32 nodes, simulations ran
on average 13% faster than the classical case, and 18.5% slower than
the no output case (Fig. 6d). A two-phase algorithm �rst bu�ering
the simulation outputs to fast storage like burst-bu�ers or NVRAM
before to compute Sobol’ indexes, would still be slower than our
one-pass approach that overlaps simulations and Sobol’ index computations.

5.4

(a) Top injection
concentration

dye

(b) Bottom injection dye
concentration

Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance was evaluated with the same use case and 32 nodes
allocated to Melissa Server.
Unresponsive simulation groups are properly detected by Melissa
Server after the timeout is met (set to 300s). They are signaled to the
launcher that kills the groups if still running and resubmits them.
Once running, the data from the iterations already processed are
properly discarded by Melissa Server. Meanwhile, Melissa Server
proceeds, updating Sobol’ indices from the messages received from
all other running groups. The management of group faults has a
negligible overhead beside the cost of recomputing the iterations
already processed (can be reduced if the simulations are fault tolerant).
Melissa Server regularly checkpoints its internal state, consisting
of the Sobol’ indices current values and the list of currently running
simulation groups with the last timestep received. Each process of
the Melissa Server independently saves one checkpoint �le to the
Lustre �le system (959MB per process for a total of 491GB for our
use case). On average checkpointing takes 2.75s per process with
a 1.10s standard deviation. With a checkpoint performed every
600s, the server execution time increases by about 0.5%. Notice that
during checkpoints Melissa Server does not process any incoming
message. But simulation groups can still proceed with transferring
data to the server as long as Z���MQ bu�ers allocated on the client
and server side are not full. On restart, Melissa Server takes an
average of 7.24s per process to read the checkpoint �les with a 3.21s
standard deviation (all 512 server processes concurrently read their
corresponding �le). The launcher starts the server recovery process
after the timeout expires (set to 300s). It �rst kills all running
simulations, and then sends to the batch scheduler a request to start
a new Melissa Server instance and a new set of simulation groups.
The Melissa Server job being relatively small, the batch scheduler
restarted it in less than 1s for all tests performed.

5.5
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Data Visualization and Interpretation

In this section we interpret the Sobol’ indices computed during the
experiments. Figure 7 presents six spatial �rst order Sobol’ maps
extracted from the ubiquitous indices. Using ParaView we have
chosen a timestep and performed a slice on a mid-plane aligned
with the direction of the �uid. The chosen timestep belongs to
the last temporal part of the simulation (80t h timestep over 100).
Looking at these �gures an analyst can deduce several things:

(c) Top injection width

(d) Bottom injection width

(e) Top injection duration

(f) Bottom injection duration

Figure 7: First order Sobol’ index maps on a slice of the mesh
at timestep 80. The left column corresponds to the Sobol’
indices for the upper injector while right corresponds to the
bottom injector. All maps are scaled between zero (blue) and
one (red).

Figure 8: Variance map at the 80th timestep
(1) The three parameters that de�ne the behavior of the upper
injection have no in�uence in the lowest half part of the
simulation domain (Fig. 7a, 7c and 7e). Respectively, the
parameters of the bottom injector do not in�uence the
upper part of the simulation (Fig. 7b, 7d and 7f). These
are very coherent results as it indeed corresponds to what
happens in the simulation where the dyes are transported
from the injectors on the left to the outlets on the right.
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Gravity is not used in this case, so we have a symmetry in
the behavior of the parameters.
(2) The width of the injections in�uence locations far up
or down in the domain (Fig. 7c and 7d). This is easily
understood when imagining the extreme cases. When the
width is very small all dye �ows to the right while very few
will go up and down. On the opposite, when the injector
is at its maximal aperture, dye can easily �ow to extreme
vertical locations.
(3) The Sobol’ maps for the duration of the injection (Fig. 7e
and 7f) can be understood by thinking about the temporal
evolution of the simulation. When the simulations are just
started, they all inject dye and the duration models when
this injection is stopped. Figure 7 represents a state near
the end of the simulation. Thus, it is not surprising that this
parameter does not in�uence the right part of the domain
(where all simulations were injecting dye) while it strongly
in�uences the left side (where some simulations stopped
injecting while others continued).
(4) Finally, the dye concentration mostly in�uences the areas were the other parameters have less in�uence, that is
to say the center of the top and bottom channels, and the
right side of the �ow (Fig. 7a and 7b).
We recommend co-visualizing Sobol’ indices with the variance
of the whole model output; Figure 8 shows this variance map for
the Sobol’ indices presented in Figure 7. One of the reasons of this
co-visualization is that V ar (Y ) appears as a denominator in Eq. (1),
consequently when V ar (Y ) is very small or zero, the Sobol’ indices
have no sense due to numerical errors or can even produce a zero
division. Furthermore, it is not conceptually interesting to try to
understand which input parameters in�uence low variance areas
of the simulation once we know that ’not much happens’ in these
areas.
Once �rst order Sobol’ indices are visualized and interpreted
we calculate 1 (S 1 + ... + Sn ), which gives us an indication of
the importance of the interactions among parameters; this is a
valuable information that helps understanding how ’independent’
are parameters among them. In our use case, it reveals very small
interactions, which means we can just focus on interpreting the
�rst order Sobol’ indices. We consequently do not need to study
the Total indices as the information they convey is, in this case,
redundant with the �rst order indices.
Note that for an unsteady �ow computation, where similar �ow
structures could be slightly time-shifted between simulations (in
addition to space-shifted), caution must be taken to analyze spatial values having a valid interpretation in a time-independent or
integrated sense, such as minimum or maximum values, or time
during which a value is above or below a given threshold, rather
than instantaneous values.

6

RELATED WORK

The usual way to deal with functional outputs (as a temporal function, a spatial map or a spatio-temporal output) was to limit the
analysis to several probes in the temporal/spatial domain [47]. Some
authors have recently proposed the generalization of the concept
of Sobol’ indices for multidimensional and functional data [17] by

synthesizing all the sensitivity information of the multidimensional
output in a single sensitivity value. Other authors have considered
the estimation of Sobol’ indices at each output cell (see [33] for
an overview on this subject). Applications of these techniques on
environmental assessment can be found for example in [19, 31] for
spatial outputs and in [30, 32] for spatio-temporal outputs. All these
works have shown that obtaining temporal/spatial/spatio-temporal
sensitivity maps leads to powerful information for the analysts.
Indeed, the parameter e�ects are localized in time or space, and can
be easily put in relation with the studied physical phenomena.
Iterative statistics are also called one-pass, online or even parallel
statistics as statistics can be computed through a reduction tree.
Iterative variance was addressed in [11, 15, 48]. Numerically stable,
iterative update formulas for arbitrary centered statistical moments
and co-moments are presented in [7, 34] (the one we also use for this
paper). These works set the foundation for parallel statistics [35]
and a module of the VTK scienti�c visualization toolkit [36]. More
recently Lampitella et al. proposed a general update formula for
the computation of arbitrary-order, weighted, multivariate central
moments [26].
These iterative statistics were used for computing large scale
parallel statistics for a single simulation run either from raw data
�les [9], compressed data �les [25] or in situ [8]. We also used
iterative statistics in an early Melissa implementation to compute
the average, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and threshold
exceedance for multi-run simulations [44].
Estimation methods of Sobol’ indices are numerous and wellestablished [38]. An iterative computation of Sobol’ indices has
recently been introduced in [18] for the case of a scalar output.
In our work, we deal with iterative ubiquitous Sobol’ indices and
associated con�dence intervals.
Various packages provide the necessary tools for conducting uncertainty quanti�cation and sensitivity analysis, including support
for Sobol’ indices computation, like OpenTURNS [5], UQLab [29],
Scikit-learn [37] or Dakota [2]. But to our knowledge, they all
rely on classical non-iterative Sobol’ indices requiring a two-pass
computation. Thus, all simulation results need to be accumulated
�rst, usually in intermediate �les. Some frameworks like Dakota
enable to keep all intermediate results in memory. But this is usually unfeasible for computing ubiquitous Sobol’ indices (48TB of
intermediate data for our experiment).
Multi-run simulations can also be used to compute surrogate
models, also called metamodels, to obtain a low cost but low resolution model of the original simulation. This surrogate model
can later be used for performing a very large number of runs for
sensitivity analysis [23]. For particular metamodels, as polynomial chaos and Gaussian processes, analytical formulas of Sobol’
indices can be obtained from the metamodel formulas [28]. The
HydraQ framework proposes to alleviate the I/O bottleneck when
computing surrogate models by storing intermediate �les in burst
bu�ers [27].
The parallel client/server infrastructure we adopt is fundamental
to the �exibility and reliability of our framework, but is not common
on supercomputers, even though such features have been included
in the MPI-2 speci�cation. The DataSpace framework proposes a
persistent in-memory data staging service where scienti�c simulations can dynamically connect and push their results. Dynamics
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connections rely directly on RDMA [40]. The Copernicus framework for driving multi-run simulations for Molecular Dynamics
only needs to support a moderate data tra�c between servers and
workers and so can rely on the SSL protocol [39].
Scienti�c work�ows, like Pegasus [12] or Condor [45], or specialized ones for multi-run simulations like NimRod [1], could certainly
integrate our approach, given that they provide the necessary bandwidth between the server and clients and the needed fault tolerance
support.
In situ frameworks like FlowVR [14], Damaris [13], FlexIO [49]
or Glean [46], are capable of o�oading analysis to helper cores or
staging nodes but only for processing the data of a single simulation
(or MPMD run).

7

CONCLUSION

We introduced a novel approach for computing ubiquitous Sobol’
indices from multiple simulation runs without having to store intermediate �les. Using this method, statistics are updated on-the-�y as
soon as new results are available. Having no need for intermediate
storage alleviates the I/O bottleneck and enables to run sensitivity analysis at a much larger scale than previously possible. The
combination of iterative statistics with the proposed client/server
architecture makes for a �exible execution work�ow with support
for fault tolerance and malleable executions.
To our knowledge, the present paper is the �rst work dealing
with ubiquitous in transit statistics for a global sensitivity study.
Our tests using 8,000 CFD simulations demonstrate that this approach deals with large volumes of data without delaying the execution of multi-run simulations.
Melissa can also be used to compute statistics from large collections of data stored on disks. Iterative statistics allow for a low
memory footprint and the fault tolerance support enables interruptions and restarts.
The experiments presented were performed on a traditional
supercomputer. But Melissa architecture also enable executions
on less tightly coupled infrastructures in a HTC mode. Simulation
groups as well as the server can be scheduled on di�erent machines,
given that the bandwidth to the server be su�cient not to slow
down the simulations.
There are several directions for improvements that we expect
to pursue. The client/server transport layer relies on ZeroMQ. It
proved reliable and easy to deploy in an HPC context. However,
using RDMAs could certainly take better advantage of the underlying high bandwidth networks. Data in a simulation group are
aggregated using MPI collective communication in an MPMD mode.
Resource usage can be improved by performing asynchronous data
aggregation towards the server using frameworks like FlowVR [14]
or Damaris [13], with the extra bene�t of being less intrusive in
the simulation code.
We experimented Melissa with simulation groups only di�ering
by their input parameters. Because each simulation groups is a different batch job, the framework could start simulation groups using
di�erent amount of resources or even using di�erent simulation
codes (for multi-�delity or multi-level uncertainty quanti�cations
for instance). The di�culty is then on Melissa Server side to properly aggregate the di�erent data for updating the statistics.
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Loopback control will also be further investigated. The accumulated results on the server side could be used to dynamically control
the simulations to launch, through, for instance, adaptive sampling
strategies. Such adaptive strategies are particularly useful in uncertainty propagation studies, such as rare event estimation [6].
They are also necessary for the cases of time-consuming largescale numerical simulations (computer models involving tens of
input variables) to build accurate surrogate models to be used for
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. In transit analysis remains a
challenge in such a di�cult context.
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A.3

This section describes the artefacts of the work presented in the SC
paper "Melissa: Large Scale In Transit Global Sensitivity Analysis
Avoiding Intermediate Files". We describe the environment and
the context of the experiments presented in section 5. We explain
how we compiled Melissa and Code_Saturne, how we coupled the
two codes, how we generated and ran a global sensitivity analysis
on Curie supercomputer, and �naly how we visualized our results
using ParaView.

Compile Melissa using CMake. It will download, compile and install ZeroMQ version 4.1.6. You can also install yourself ZeroMQ
version 4.1.5 or above. Melissa sources also come with a patch
adding Melissa writer to Code_Saturne 4.3.1 (future Code_Saturne
releases will come already patched). Apply this patch to update
Code_Saturne, and compile Code_Saturne using the python script
provided in the software. It will download and install CGNS, HDF5,
MED and libXML2, needed for processing the mesh presented in
the section 5.2. Get the bundle case, including the directory tree,
the custom version of Melissa Launcher, the XML �le and the
Code_Saturne preprocessed mesh. Con�gure Melissa Launcher
options in the �le options.py to match your environment.

A.2

Description

A.2.1

Check-list.

• Algorithm: Iterative Sobol indices, using Martinez estimator
• Programs: C binary, C and Fortran libraries, Python scripts,
Code_Saturne 4.3.1, ZeroMQ
• Compilation: C, Fortran, MPI, CMake
• Data set: CFD bundle case
• Output: Statistic �elds, computation time, memory usage
• Experiment work�ow: Get and compile Melissa, link it with
Code_Saturne, copy the pre-build study, run a �rst 4000 timesteps
simulation, call Melissa Launcher on the front node to run the
expriment, visualize the ubiquitous Sobol’ indices obtained with
ParaView.
• Experiment customization: Number of Melissa Server nodes
• Publicly available?: Yes at https://github.com/melissa-sa/melissa.

A.2.2 How so�ware can be obtained. Melissa is open-source
and available at https://github.com/melissa-sa/melissa. The precon�gured global sensitivity analysis presented in this paper is
included in the git repository as a use case example. For more informations, feel free to send a request at theophile.terraz@inria.fr.
A.2.3 Hardware dependencies. Melissa can run on any Linux
computer, but the case described in this paper needs a cluster that
can at least provide enough memory for the Melissa Server, as
described in section 4.1.1.
A.2.4 So�ware dependencies. To compile the software, one needs
a C/C++, Fortran and MPI compiler, and CMake v.3.0 or above.
Melissa only depends on ZeroMQ (version 4.1.5 or above). The
experiments described on this paper require the open-source CFD
tool Code_Saturne, available at http://code-saturne.org.
A.2.5 Datasets. The exchanger bundle case used in this paper
is integrated in Melissa distribution as an example. It is composed
of a mesh already preprocessed by Code_Saturne and a case directory named case1 that contains three XML �les and two Fortran
subroutines. The pre-run simulation will use the �rst XML �le, and
the study simulations will use modi�ed copies of the second. The
third will be useful for the statistics visualization. Melissa Launcher
needs to modify the Fortran subroutines in order to set the input
parameters of each simulation of the global study.

A.4

Installation

Experiment work�ow

You �rst need to run the pre-run simulation. In case1/SCRIPT, submit runcase to your batch scheduler. When �nished, the results
will be in a directory of the form YYYYMMDD-HHMM in case1/RESU.
Rename this directory to resu4000. Run Melissa Launcher to start
the whole global sensitivity study execution. It will �rst draw the
matrices described in section 3.2. It will then generate the corresponding Code_Saturne cases, with their job scripts and coupling
parameters. Once done, it launches the Melissa Server job, and wait
for it to be scheduled. When Melissa Server is running, Melissa
Launcher retrieves the name of the main Melissa Server node, and
launches the simulation group jobs. Melissa Launcher will check
for failure during the whole study, and return at the end. Melissa
Launcher runs in workdir/STATS and outputs the statistics �elds
to a directory of the form:
workdir/STATS/stats<job-id>.resu
The results �elds are formatted as:
results.<field-name>_<statistic-name>.<timestep>
For example, in our case, the variance map at the iteration 100 is
in the �le results.scalar1_variance.100. The other �les are
backup �les.

A.5

Evaluation and expected result

At the end of the execution, Melissa Server outputs some timers to
the standard ouput if Melissa is compiled with BUILD_WITH_PROBE.
The Sobol’ index maps are in the directory described in previous
section. To visualize them in ParaView, one needs �rst to run an
instance of Code_Saturne corresponding to the 100 timesteps of
the study, but with EnSight outputs. This simulation corresponds
to the third XML �le, and can be run by submitting
case1/SCRIPTS/runcase_ensight to the batch scheduler. When
this is done, copy the statistic �elds in the postprocessing directory of the simulation results. In the �le RESULTS.case, add the
�les corresponding to the statistic �elds. Launch RESULTS.case in
ParaView to visualize the statistic �elds.

A.6

Experiment customization

One can modify in the Melissa Launcher script the number of
Melissa Server nodes, the number of simulation groups, the maximum number of inbound messages, the computed statistics, etc.
Code_Saturne can run other use cases, and Melissa can work with
other simulation codes.
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Notes

This is not possible to reproduce the exact same work load than the
one presented in this paper, because our framework is asynchronous and the scheduling of the simulation groups depends on the
supercomputer load. Melissa Launcher also randomly draws the
parameter sets.

